An intercultural experience for solving youth unemployment
Participant Countries
 ITALY
 ROMANIA
 SWEDEN

Youths from Sweden, Italy, Romania and Turkey have decided to meet in one of the
most beautiful country in the world because of its landscapes, friendly people, good
weather and a very interesting history. Vıbo Marina is there host for a week. They
want to combine their ideas and find the job of their dreams. They visited some
factories (tuna factory, salad factory) near by and discovered all the process for the
final product. Every day started with a different energizer which made the participants
know each other better. There were games like: the Viking, I love you but I can‘t
smile, say her/his name. Also they found out more about Erasmus +, some new rules
and what they can learning this program: a little of math, something about other
cultures, they can improve their English or other foreign languages, they get to visit
other places and the most important fact, they make new friends.
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Knowledge Of the Local Industry








―Something smels
fishy‖– /Mare Nostro
tuna factory
Mare Nostro is a local business
that spreads the name of the
region Vibo Valentia up to
Japan.

The local brands ‗‘Callipo ice-cream factory‘‘ and ‘‘Mare Nostro – tuna fish
factory‘‘ which started as a family business type are an inspiration to the
youngsters who aspire to become entrepreneurs.
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Green as it’s get’’- C.O.F Factory
C.O.F factory is one of the biggest
factory from the area of Vibo Valentia
with 40 people working there. The
factory produces

4 types of

salad:

―Lettus salad‖, ―Carrot Salad‖, ―Mixed
Classic Salad‖, ―Mixed Classic Salad‖
without chicory.

Magic seed- visit to the SERRA
This visit was helpful for the youngsters
who aspire to work in the agriculture
because they found out a lot of
information related to crop growing, saw
another

succesfull

example

of

entrepreneurshıp and tasted delicious
Italian cupcakes.

The conclusıon of the ―Meet the
workers‘‘ actıvıty was that ―If you
don‘tfınd a job make your own path‖.
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Meet the expert
The participants at the Dream‘s factory
exchange had the oportunity to meet Pino
Garrì a reprezentativ of the union workers
―CISL Pensiontati‘‘ the organization which
defends the workers rights.
During the meeting they found out more
about the work situation in Calabria, the
new trends on the labor market, and about
the jobs of the future.

Stereotypes & hardness for the youth on the european
labor market
―The stereotypes was an important moment for this trip because of the cultural differences between the
countries. We could see many similar problems that still have not changed unfortunately. We could see
on many eyes that when they come back home they will fight for their rights. So this lesson was very
important maybe the most important for the whole trip‖.
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Contact / Recomandations
Racism
Lack of experience
Origin
Stereotiping The Youth

Breaking News
New fashion style in Vibo Marina!!!
Our friend from Sweeden came ın Italy and he decided to teach and to show us how we should wear
our jeans. His blue jeans from ARMANI are always down of half of ass. He think that the ARMANI
blue jeans match with the ―bombom‘‘ pink T-shirt like in the picture.

The meditation expert….
Thursday the young people form Sweeden, Italy, Romania met a syndicate experts .The discussion
was so captivaiting that Rares went to meditate about it... zzzZZZzz… His sunglasses helped him to
do it better.

Criminal Mastermind in Vibo Marina!!!
The serial criminal nicknamed Sahard the EARL added another seven victims to his black-list. His
way of killing shocked the citizens of Eden Park. ―Sahard the EARL‘‘ kills his victims with flowers,
game-cards blue jeans.
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